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 Market Research 
Gather and study systematically 
the local market construction 
trends, key players (specifiers, 
developers, builders, investors, 
etc), investigate and evaluate 
government initiatives and 
incentives, provide data on 
localized related associations and 
institutes.

    Objective: To provide the Genesis’ partner with up-to-date and relevant 
marketing information on customers, competitors and its market to help 
generate quality leads.

 Marketing Support 
Support branding strategy and 
alignment with Genesis, facilitate 
idea exchange and creative 
processes to conceptualize and 
design marketing collateral 
for website, interactive media, 
graphic arts, video, events, sales 
presentation templates.

   Objective: To provide the Genesis’ partner with the ability to gain 
market exposure and visibility through high quality and most 
effective media.

 Business Plan 
Assist in developing a financial 
business model that utilizes 
actual and local assumptions 
for cost of goods and services, 
sales volumes, pricing, supply 
chain, operation costs.  Provide 
consulting in their region on best 

business practices to support the recommended model. 

   Objective: Educate the customer to all variable metrics affecting the 
financial model in order to fully control cost and drive profits.

 Sales Support 
Provide advice and support to 
sales team through calls, video 
conferencing or meetings, 
participate in trade shows 
in the regional territory, 
review estimations and 
proposals, delivering technical 
presentations to potential 
clients.

    Objective: To assist the licensee to develop and maintain a sales 
pipeline full of productive and qualified leads.

 Estimating 
Utilize the Genesis 
VirtualDesigner software 
to obtain detailed material 
specifications and vital cost 
information for the Genesis 
partner. Resulting detailed 
exports are reviewed and ran 
against the Genesis QuoteBuilder  
application to deliver comprehensive labour and material costing. 
Provide the licensee with the most competitive quotes and give 
benchmarks figures against other building alternatives to help the 
sales process. The GNET QuoteRequest module provides a web-
based collaboration environment for these exchanges to occur safely 
and effectively.

    Objective: Allow the licensee to issue accurate, detailed and 
competitive quotes and to repeatedly win highly profitable projects.

The Genesis global network of 
Licensees and Solution Providers 
(GSP) continues to grow. This 
continuous mode of expansion 
is attributed to the availability of 
an extensive range of in-house 
Light Steel Framing (LSF) technical 
expertise and a comprehensive 
selection of professional business 
and technical support services
These professional business services 
are formulated to complement and 
support Licensees and GSP’s existing 

in-house capabilities. They are 
available from business start up and 
continue throughout the business 
life cycle, they are customizable and 
can be designed to suite the business 
requirements of each partner. Each 
support service is performed by an 
industry specific professional and can 
be either delivered remotely from 
our company head office in Canada 
using remote communication 
technologies, or at the partner’s 
location when applicable.
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To maintain a consistent look across all GenesisTP internal and external com-

munications, we have created a distinct stationery system. These representative 

examples to the left correctly display the GenesisTP signature on a variety of ma-

terials. Our Microsoft Word® templates require the use of the OpenType font—

Myriad Pro. For our purposes, the common weights of this font are Regular, Bold 

and Italic. To obtain Microsoft Word® templates for our letterhead, news release, 

and fax, and to download the Myriad Pro font family, go to our Intranet market-

ing site at http://marketing.genesistp.com.



 Structural Engineering 
Deliver a complete structural 
engineering support service 
for projects of infinite 
architecture and aesthetical 
designs according to local 
building codes.  Provide 
complete calculation reports 
and summaries from the 
StructuralDesigner Genesis software.

    Objective: To provide full engineering and design support services 
to optimize at best a building structure hence deliver the most cost 
effective solution.

 Framing Design 
Provide turnkey design package 
of quality controlled fabrication 
and installation drawings, 
prepared in accordance with 
international material standards 
using SI metric or imperial 
unit system. Detailed bill of 
materials can also be provided. 
Electronic files for seamless transfer into the Genesis MOT1 industrial 
equipment can also be prepared if required.

    Objective: To provide a comprehensive quality controlled design 
solution ready for manufacturing or building in-plant or on-site

 Project Management 
Support the licensee or GSP 
with the coordination of their 
first project; manage all the 
deliverables of a large scale 
or strategic development, 
to ensure that any project 
using Genesis LSF solutions is 

delivered on-time, is profitable, of the highest quality and to the 
satisfaction of the end customer. 

    Objective: To perfect LSF project execution using a proven and 
systematic approach.

 Production Management 
Provide consulting on how 
to operate more effectively, 
eliminate downtime, increase 
throughput, maximize labour 
utilization ratios, implement 
lean manufacturing and 
ergonomics principles, and 
optimize further production 
flow from receiving to shipping.

    Objective: To enable the Licensee or GSP to improve manufacturing 
efficiency and ensure all plant manufacturing costs are controlled.

 Industrial Maintenance 
Provide maintenance services 
according to Genesis’ 
preventative schedules 
to maximize the capital 
equipment reliability hence 
reduce exposure to any down 
time and associated costs.

    Objective: To ensure the 
Genesis preventative maintenance programs are rigorously followed 
to prevent any equipment failure or downtime and ensure best 
return on assets.

1 Material Optimization Technology
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Contact Us

Genesis believes in supporting its partners throughout the business life cycle by sharing its extensive 
Light Steel Framing (LSF) technical expertise through a comprehensive and customizable selection of 
professional business support services.

For more information, please contact us at:

www.genesisworldwide.com

Email: info@genesisworldwide.com 
Toll Free (North America):  +1.866.311.3711 
Phone: +1 (905) 879.9000

10877 Keele Street, Bldg. A 
Vaughan, Ontario L6A 0K6  Canada


